How to get to Teramo and Giulianova
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In order to help managing your trip, we herewith suggest some useful information to get to Teramo
and Giulianova from Pescara Abruzzo Airport, Roma Fiumicino International Airport, Roma
Ciampino Airport, Turin-Caselle Airport and Bologna Marconi Airport.

Hotel Europa www.htleuropa.it/it/contatti.aspx provides a shuttle bus from Giulianova to its
train/bus station. It is important to contact the hotel staff to inform about your arrival time in
Giulianova in advance. If the shuttle were not available by the time of your arrival, you can take a
taxi to reach Lungomare Zara no. 47, the hotel’s address.
1) Abruzzo International Airport, Pescara >Giulianova.
From this airport you can reach Pescara’s train station “Stazione Centrale” by taking the GTM
bus no. 38 (Aeroporto-Cappelle) leaving each 20 minutes from the airport. You can buy the bus
ticket on board at € 1,10. Your stop is “Piazza della Repubblica”, or you could also take a taxi.
Once you are in Piazza della Repubblica, the train central station is reachable within few steps.
Take the treno regionale to Giulianova (journey: 30 minutes, cost € 3,30).
Option to train: you can take ARPA bus, Pescara-Giulianova (journey: 1 hour, approximately).
2) Rome, Fiumicino and Ciampino airports > Giulianova.
Teramo and Giulianova are cities very well served thanks to the Gaspari Bus company transfer.
Please take a look at the timetables and buy your ticket online www.gasparionline.it or call the
number +39.085.8004868. Also if you choose to transfer by car the trip is around 2 hours. Your
stop in Giulianova is Piazza Roma-Stazione F.S., in front of Giulianova train station (cost of
Gaspari bus ticket: € 22,00).
We strongly discourage to choose the transfer from Rome to Giulianova by train due to the length
of the journey (around 5 hours).
3) Turin-Caselle Airport> Pescara > Giulianova.
For those of you arriving to Turin-Caselle, it is possible to take a connection a flight to Pescara.
We suggest to make the reservation via www.edreams.it available in different languages. You can
also take a train from Turin to Pescara via www.trenitalia.com/trenitalia21.html
When you arrive to Pescara Airport, you should reach Pescara train station and go to Giulianova,
see item 1).
4) Orio al Serio, Bergamo and Malpensa, Milan Airports
If you arrive to Milan Airport, you could reach Abruzzo region by train.
-

From the airports to Milan train station “Stazione Centrale”:
• By bus: Terravision. Departures every 30 minutes; 60 minutes course. Round trip: €
9, One way: € 5
• Malpensa shuttle bus: MPX T1/T2
Round trip: € 16; One way: € 10
• Linate air bus: journeys each 30 min (first departure at 06.30 – last departure 23.30):
length of journey: 25 min
Round trip: € 9 One way: €5
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Once you arrive to Milano Centrale train station, you can take an Intercity train to reach Giulianova
train station. For more details please visit Italian train website www.trenitalia.com
The Frecciabianca of Frecciarossa trains, high speed trains, hardly stop in Giulianova train station.
Please visit www.trenitalia.com for timetable and more info, or you can decide to stop in Pescara
Centrale and then change to a regional train to reach Giulianova.
As an option, you can take a connection flight from Orio al Serio to Pescara airport
(www.ryanair.com).
5) G. Marconi Airport, Bologna.
Reach the train station “Stazione Centrale di Bologna” from G. Marconi Airport in order to take a
train to Giulianova (see previous item for reference). Once arrived to Giulianova, lead to Hotel
Europa in 57, Lungomare Zara by taxi or by hotel’s shuttle, see item 1.
For further info or to share your itinerary or plans, please contact the First Worldwide Congress for
Language Rights Secretary staff or kindly contact the coordinator, Professor Giovanni Agresti, to
his mobile number +39.347.8107634.
With our compliments, please have a pleasant journey.
Once you get there
Transfers during the Congress Teramo-Giulianova-Teramo
A free-of-charge shuttle service is provided every day along the whole period of the Congress from
Giulianova to the University of Teramo and back (late afternoon). Each morning the transfer shuttle
will leave from Hotel Europa at 08,15. Please, make sure you don’t miss this bus!!!
Program and lodgment
The provisional program and other foreseen activities (excursions, social dinner, etc.) as well as
more details about the lodgment are shown on the Congress website which is constantly updated.
For more details, please contact the Scientific Committee in Italy to the following emails
info@associazionelemitalia.org, giagresti@yahoo.it and s.pallini@associazionelemitalia.org.
Congress website
www.associazionelemitalia.org/le-nostre-azioni/giornate-dei-diritti-linguistici/cmdl-2015.html
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